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ABSTRACT

The primary objectives of this research program are: (1) to investigate the

mechanisms responsible for the driving of axial instabilities by solid propellant
flames, (2) to determine whether state-of-the-art theoretical models can predict the

characteristics of the flame driving mechanisms, and (3) to investigate the effect of

flow turning upon axial instabilities in solid propellant rocket motors. To attain the

program's objectives, the response of diffusion flames, stabilized on the side wall of
a duct, to imposed acoustic waves has been investigated by using flame radiation

measurlwents and laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). The flame radiation
measurements revealed that the presence of an acoustic field produced space

dependent oscillatory heat release rates which depend upon the characteristics of the
flame and the Cxcited acoustic field. Measurements of the flame radiation and
velocity field both showed that at a given instant some s fon§ of the flame drive

the acoustic field while others damp it. The net effect of the flame upon the acoustic
field depends on the relative magnitude of these driving and damping regions. The
validity of a previously developed flame response model was investigated by

comparing measured and predicted oscillatory velocity components in the flame
region. Using measured values of the acoustic admittance of the burner, the flame

shape, and the steady state temperature distribution in the flame region, the model
was used to predict oscillatory vertical velocity distributions in the flame region.

These were then compared to velocity distributions measured with an LDV system,
showing good qualitative agreement. An experimental investigation was initiated
into the effect of flow turning on an excited acoustic field. Failure of the

experiments to show any effect larger than the inherent experimental errors of the

measurement system prompted a theoretical investigation into the nature of the

flow turning loss. This theoretical study revealed that because the flow turning loss

is of first order in the mean flow Mach number, neglecting energy convection terms
of the first order in mean Mach number in the original experimental procedure
resulted in errors on the order of the flow turning loss. An improved experimental

study into the flow turning losses in solid propellant rocket motors which includes

the effects of terms proportional to the mean Mach number has been initiated.
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ABSTRACT

The primary objectives of this research program are: (1) to investigate the

mechanisms responsible for the driving of axial instabilities by solid propellant

flames, (2) to determine whether state-of-the-art theoretical models can predict the

characteristics of the flame driving mechanisms, and (3) to investigate the effect of

flow turning upon axial instabilities in solid propellant rocket motors. To attain the

program's objectives, the response of diffusion flames, stabilized on the side wall of

a duct, to imposed acoustic waves has been investigated by using flame radiation

measurements and laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). The flame radiation

measurements revealed that the presence of an acoustic field produced space

dependent oscillatory heat release rates which depend upon the characteristics of the

flame and the excited acoustic field. Measurements of the flame radiation and

velocity field both showed that at a given instant some sections of the flame drive

the acoustic field while others damp it. The net effect of the flame upon the acoustic

field depends on the relative magnitude of these driving and damping regions. The

validity of a previously developed flame response model was investigated by

comparing measured and predicted oscillatory velocity components in the flame

region. Using measured values of the acoustic admittance of the burner, the flame

shape, and the steady state temperature distribution in the flame region, the model

was used to predict oscillatory vertical velocity distributions in the flame region.

These were then compared to velocity distributions measured with an LDV system,

showing good qualitative agreement. An experimental investigation was initiated

into the effect of flow turning on an excited acoustic field. Failure of the

experiments to show any effect larger than the inherent experimental errors of the

measurement system prompted a theoretical investigation into the nature of the

flow turning loss. This theoretical study revealed that because the flow turning loss

is of first order in the mean flow Mach number, neglecting energy convection terms

of the first order in mean Mach number in the original experimental procedure

resulted in errors on the order of the flow turning loss. An improved experimental

study into the flow turning losses in solid propellant rocket motors which includes

tihe cffects of terms proportional to the mean Mach number has been initiated.
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INTRODUCTION

This research program is concerned with the development of an

understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the driving of axial instabilities in

solid propellant rocket motors. The onset of combustion instabilities in rocket

motors depends upon the relative magnitudes of the gain (i.e,, driving) and loss

(i.e., damping) mechanisms within the combustor which add and remove energy

from the oscillations, respectively. The reduction or elimination of the onset of

combustion instabilities in solid propellant rocket motors requires identification of

the processes which add or remove energy from the oscillations, and the

development of an understanding of the mechanisms which control these

processes. At present, it is generally recognized that the response of the solid

propellant combustion process to the flow oscillations is responsible for providing

the energy required for the initiation and maintenance of instabilities inside rocket

motors. On the other hand, nozzle damping, viscous dissipation, flow turning,

among others are processes which damp rocket instabilities. This research program

has been concerned with developing an understanding of the gas phase flame

processes which contribute to driving the instabilities, and the damping provided by

the flow turning process.

Actual solid propellant gas phase flames are believed to consist of complex

combinations of premixed and diffusion flames. Specifically, it has been argued that

premixed flames occur above the oxidizer particles (e.g., ammonium perchlorate)

and that diffusion flames are stabilized above the interfaces between the oxidizer

particles and the fuel binder. Since premixed and diffusion flames are expected to

respond differently to acoustic excitation, this investigation has been divided into

two parts. In the first part of the study, completed earlier under this program, the

interaction of premixed flames with axial acoustic fields was investigated. The parts

of the study described herein investigated the response of diffusion flames to excited

axial acoustic fields which simulate axial instabilities in solid propellant xocket

motors, and began an investigation into the acoustic damping provided by the flow

turning process.

c' ,tiiai soiiu propelibrmt fIamcv cannot be uteu in these studii:s be,.ause or

their extremely small dimensions, their smoky nature, and rapid burnout, other
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flames which simulate, in some respects, solid propellant flames have been used. In

the present investigation, the response of diffusion flames, stabilized on the bottom

wall of a long duct, to the excitation of axial acoustic fields has been studied. As with

the previously conducted premixed flame investigations, the diffusion flame

studies consist of parallel experimental and theoretical investigations of the

diffusion flame response. Specifically, this research program has been investigating:

(1) the effects of diffusion processes on the acoustic driving/damping
characteristics of the gas phase flame stabilized on the side wall of a duct,

(2) the validity of state-of -the-art solid propellant combustion response
models,

and
(3) the effect of the flow turning upon axial instabilities in solid propellant

rocket motors.

During the investigation, the experimental study of the interaction of

diffusion flames with axial acoustic fields has been completed. In addition, the

validity of the previously developed theoretical model of a diffusion flame response
to axial acoustic fields was checked by comparing its predictions with experimental

data. Preliminary results from the flow turning study revealed a need for a better

theoretical understanding of the process, stimulating a theoretical investigation of

the problem. This investigation has suggested a new experimental approach for
investigating the effects of the flow turning upon axial acoustic fields, leading to the

initiation of a new experimental study of the problem. Also, a simple

computational model has been constructed that can be utilized to predict the
approximate magnitudes of the various effects that are important to this type of flow

field. This model will help in the analysis of future experimental data.
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RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(A) Experimental diffusion flame studies:

The experimental phase of this program was conducted in the experimental

setup shown in Fig. I which was developed earlier under this program. The

interaction of three diffusion flames, stabilized on the bottom wall of a duct, with

excited axial acoustic fields were investigated. The response of the diffusion flames

to excited axial acoustic fields was studied by measuring steady and unsteady velocity

components and distributions of C-H radiation from the flame using laser Doppler

velocimetry and photomultipliers. In addition, pressure transducers were use to

characterize the excited acoustic fields.

In a rocket motor, the interactions between unsteady solid propellant flames

and the local flow oscillations involve complex fluid mechanical, heat transfer, and

chemical processes. These interactions occur near the lateral boundaries of the

motor cavity and they produce vertical velocity oscillations v'(y) at and near the

propellant surface in a direction normal to the direction of the axial oscillations in

the core flow. These normal velocity oscillations act as lateral pistons which

periodically compress the core flow, thus providing the energy required for

initiating and maintaining the core flow oscillations. Specifically, if

Iv(Yi) = J J p' Real(v'(yi)) dt dx > 0 (1)
L T

where p', L, T, and yi are the local pressure oscillation, a relevant axial integration

distance, the period of the oscillation, and the height above the flame, respectively,

then these normal velocity oscillations pump acoustic energy into the core flow

oscillations. Thus, if Iv increases with y in a given flame region, then the flame

tends to drive the acoustic oscillation in this region, and vice versa.

The velocity measurements were conducted by using an existing LDV system,

which had been also used foi the premixed flame study. A typical measured time

dependence of the normal velocity component a point in the flame is presented in

Fig. 2. The variations of Iv in the vertical direction for two different driving

frequencies measured at a pressure antinode are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3
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shows that I, increases continually up to 0.55yf (yf is the flame height) and that it
decreases subsequently. Based upon the above discussion, this result indicates that
wh2n the flame is subject to a 300 Hz. acoustic oscillation, the lower (where Iv
increases) and upper (where Iv decreases) sections of the flame drive and damp the
oscillation, respectively. The overall driving/damping of the flame depends upon
the net effect of these two regions. Since Iv(yf) > Iv(y=O), the net effect of the flame is
to drive the acoustic field. In contrast to the driving and damping regions which
exist in the flame when it is subjected to a 300 Hz. wave, Fig. 4 shows that Iv
increases continually along the whole length of the flame when the flame interacts
with a 400 Hz. acoustic field, indicating that driving occurs throughout the flame
region.

Flame radiation measurements are of interest because earlier studies1 have
shown that the radiation intensities from radicals such as C-H, C-C, and O-H are
proportional to the reaction and heat release rates in the flame. Such radiation
measurements were used in this study to determine the effect of the acoustic field
upon the magnitude of the heat release rate and the phase relationship between the
heat release and the local pressure oscillation. The latter is important because, as
stated by Rayleigh's criterion2, the phase difference between the oscillatory heat
release rate and pressure oscillations determines whether the flame adds or
removes energy from the acoustic waves. Expressed mathematically 3, a heat source,

such as a flame, adds energy to the acoustic waves when the following inequality is
satisfied:

f I Sp1q. I cos( 4 p'q') dV > 0 (2)
v

where I Sp*9. I and )p'q are the magnitudes of the cross-spectrum between the
pressure (p') and the oscillatory heat release rate (q') , and the phase difference
between p' and q', respectively. The above integration is performed over the whole
space where driving or damping by the flame occurs. In a flame region where the
integrand is positive, driving of the acoustic waves occurs. This integrand is
positive where p' and q' are in phase; that is, where -900 < opqi < 900. On the other

hand, damping of the acoustic field by the flame occurs when p' and q' are out of
phase; that is, when -900 > pq' > 900.
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In the present study, C-H radiation measurements were carried out at

different wave frequencies, different sections of the flame region, and ,, th the

flame located at different portions of the itanding acrustic field; that is, at a pressure

node and a pressure antinode. The radiation emission from the oscillatory flame

was collected by the setup shown in Fig. 5. Paper shields containing slots at desired

locations were placed on the optical windows of the test section in order to permit

radiation measurements from specific regions of the flame. An appropriate

bandpass filter (431 nm for C-H) was placed between the collecting lens and the

photomultiplier to permit passage of only the wavelength of interest. The local

pressure oscillations were measured with a transducer mounted on the wall above

the flame. The studies revealed that:

(1) The autospectrum of the flame radiation exhibits a peak at the same

frequency as the measured pressure autospectrum, and the amplitude of this peak is

proportional to the amplitude of the excited pressure oscillation, see Figs. 6 and 7.

These results irdicate that the presence of an acoustic field results in a periodic heat

release rate having the same frequency as the imposed acoustic field. Also, the

magnitude of the oscillatory heat release process is proportional to the amplitude of

the acoustic waves.

(2) Contrary to the results obtained with premixed flames which produced

periodic radiation only when they were located away from an acoustic pressure

node, the investigated diffusion flames produced oscillatory radiation when they

were located next to acoustic pressure nodes and antinodes, see Fig. 8. This result

indicates that the mechanisms which control the responses of the diffusion and

premixed flames to acoustic oscillation are different. This result also suggests that

the mechanism which controls the response of diffusion flames is responsive to

both pressure and velocity oscillations.

(3) The phase difference between the total flame radiation and pressure

oscillaidons depends upon both the frequency and the flame location relative to the

standing acoustic wave, see Fig. 9. This figure shows that the flame adds energy to

the acoustic waves at low frequencies. However, a transition from flame driving to

damping occurs as the frequency increases beyond approximately 700 Hz. No

oscillatory flame radiation was observed at frequencies higher than 800 Hz.,

suggesting that the investigated flames do not respond to these high frequencies, or

that their response was too weak to be detected by the photomultiplier.
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(4) An investigation of the variation of the flame to driving Iq (i.e., Iq

J I Sp q. I cos(0p'q) dV ) within the flame region along a distance normal to
V

the burner surface showed that for a 300 Hz. acoustic wave the driving occurred at

the lower part of the fla.ne while damping occurred at its upper part, see Fig. 10.

When the flame was exposed to a 400 Hz. wave, driving occurred along the entire

length of the flame, as shown in Fig. 11. In these studies, the driving was

determined by setting dV = dy in the Iq integral, and using the radiation which

passed through slits parallel to the x-axis to evaluate the integrand of the Iq integral.

A comparison of these two results with those obtained using LDV velocity

measurements (see Figs. 3 and 4), shows excellent qualitative agreement between

the findings of the velocity and radiation measurements.

(5) The investigation of variation of the flame driving with axial distance

showed that, for a 200 Hz. acoustic wave, the left and right sides of the flame drove

and damped the acoustic waves, respectively, see Fig. 12. In this case, the integral

describing Iq was determined by setting dV = dx and using radiation which passed

through vertical slits.

In an effort to better understand the processes which control the driving and

damping by the flame, the phase differences between the pressure and radiation

oscillations in different regions of the flame were investigated. Figure 13 shows that

when the flame is located at a pressure node of the acoustic wave the phase

differences between the radiation and pressure oscillations on the right side of the

flame differ from those on the left side of the flame by almost 1800 for all the

investigated frequencies. On the other hand, Fig. 14 shows that when the flame is

located at a pressure antinode, the phast differences between the radiation and

pressure signals on the left and right sides of the flame are in the 1200-1800 range.

These results are cor.istent with the driving data presented in Fig. 12 and they

indicate that, in most instances, when one side of the flame tends to drive the

acoustic field, the other side of the flame tends to damp the acoustic oscillations. It

is the relative magnitudes of the driving and damping provided by these two

regions that determines whether the net effect of the flame is to drive or damp the

acoustic motion.

The differences in the driving and damping tendencies of different regions of

the investigated diffusion flames, which is discussed above, could have been caused
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by the variations in the oscillatory velocity components in the flame region. In r

steady, laminar, diffusion flame the flame location and reaction rate are primarily

controlled by rates of convection and diffusion of the oxidizer, fuel, and other

species into the flame sheets1 . The presence of oscillatory flow velocities in the

flame region is expected to modify the steady flame behavior. For example, when

the flame is located at a pressure node, the oscillatory axial velocity vectors on both

sides of the flame sheet are observed to be in phase, see Fig. 15. Consequently, they

may increase and decrease the gas (i.e., primarily oxidizer) convection into the left

and right sides of the flame, respectively. These, in turn, may increase and decrease

the reaction rates of the left and right sides of the flame with respect to their mean

reaction rates, respectively. Such behavior is expected to result in a 1800 phase

difference between the rates of heat addition of the left and right sides of the flame,

which is consistent with the experimental findings of this study.

(B) Investigation of the validity of the flame response model:

An important objective of this research program was to examine the validity

of the investigated flame response model which had been developed during the

previous reporting period. This linear flame model requires the steady temperature

distribution in the flame region, the flame shape, and the acoustic admittance of the

burner surface as inputs. Using these input data, the model has seen used to predict

the distribution of the oscillatory velocity component normal to the burner. During

the reporting period, the required input data were determined experimentally and

the model was used to predict the velocity distributions within the investigated

flames. These predictions were compared with corresponding experimental data.

These efforts are briefly described in the remainder of this section.

The steady temperature distributions within the flame were performed by

using a "Rayleigh scattering" technique. This technique has been widely used in

flame temperature measurements 4 because it provides a non-intrusive way to

measure the temperature with high spatial and temporal resolutions. A schematic

of the utilized Rayleigh scattering temperature measurement setup is shown in Fig.

16. A 5 watt argon-ion laser was used as the light source. Scattered light from

molecules was collected by a receiving system. A Hammamatsu R-268

photomultiplier was used to measure the intensity of the scattered light which

8



contains the temperature information. The relationship between the temperature
and the measured scattered light for the flame configuration of this study can be

expressed as5

T = Tre' * Iref / I (3)

where Tref is a reference temperature (e.g., room temperature) and Iref is the
corresponding intensity of the scattered light. Thus, by measuring the Rayleigh
scattering intensity, I, the temperature at any desired location can be obtained.

An important input parameter of the model is the Peclet number (Pe). In the
present study t.,is parameter was determined from a comparison of theoretically,
and experimenally dete rmined flame heights. The experimental flame height w4.s
measured by cathetometer and the theoretical flame height was obtained from a

solution of a modified Burke-Schumann model6 .

The acoustic admittance of the side wall burner assembly is another input
required by the theoretical model. The admittance of the burner system was
measured by the impedance tube technique7 . The experimental setup used to
determine the acoustic admittance of the burner is shown in Fig. 17. An acoustic
standing - ,ve of desired frequency was excited inside the duct by acoustic dIrivers.
The interaction between the incident and reflected waves results in the formation of
a standing wave pattern having successive maxima and minima along the duct, see
Fig. 17. Using a traversing microphone to measure the amplitudes of the maxima
and minima of the standing wave and the location of the first acoustic pressure

minimum, it is possible to determine the acoustic admittance of the test sample7 .

Using the above described inputs, the model was used to predict the
oscillatory vertical velocity distribution for different acoustic wave frequencies and
amplitudes. Comparisons between predicted and measured distributions of the real

part o; the oscillatory vertical velocity, Re(v'), are presented in Figs. 18-20. Both the
theoretical predictic--:. and measured data show that Re(v') "s space dcpendent and

that it maximizes away from the flame region. The sharp peak in Re(v') predicted

by the model is a result of the utilized flame sheet assumption. Figures 18 and 19
present comparisons of measured and predicted distributions of Re(v) for a 444 Hz.
and a 300 Hz. acoustic wave, respectively, for the same amplitude of acoustic

excitation. These results indicate that Re(v') is frequency dependent and that the
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predicted and measured data are in qualitative agreement. Figure 20 presents a
comparison of predicted and measured distribution of Re(v') for a 300 Hz. wave
with an amplitude larger than that used in Fig. 19. These results show that a higher
excitation amplitude causes a larger magnitude of Re(v') as expected. The model
also predicts the same increase in the amplitude of Re(v') as observed
experimentally.

(C) Flow turning studies:

An experimental investigation was begun in order to develop a greater
understanding of the damping of combustion instabilities in solid rocket
combustors due to 'flow turning'. A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown
in Fig. 21. The steady state velocity field measured above the surface of the burner
assembly is shown in Fig. 22. This figure shows that the region in which the added
gases are turned in the direction of the core flow extends several centimeters above
the burner surface. This is the region where 'flow turning' losses are expected to
occur. Initial attempts, based upon a state-of-the-art theoretical approach 8, to
measure the flow turning loss in cold flow failed to show any measurable effect.
The classical acoustic energy flux, Real (p'u'), was measured and integrated over the
surface of a control volume. Since no other sources or sinks of acoustic energy were
present within the investigated control volume, any measured net loss of acoustic
energy would represent the flow turning loss. This procedure was unable to
measure any acoustic energy loss larger than experimental errors.

It was concluded that the inability to measure the flow turrdng loss may be
due to one or more of the following:

(1) The experiment failed to account for the acoustic fluxes convected by the
mean flow.

(2) The flow turning effect may be improperly predicted by Culick9.
(3) The flow turning loss may be on the order of terms neglected in the

experimental analysis.

To determine which of these factors could explain the experimental results, it
was decided to rederive the expression for the flow turning loss by using a different
theoretical approach from that used by Culick9. A one-dimensional acoustic stability
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equation was developed from an energy balance approach, similar to that used by

Cantrell and Hart1 u.
The analysis was based on explicit conasiderations of mass, momentum, and

acoustic energy fluxes at the control volume boundaries. It involved considerations

of the first and second order perturbations of the acoustic quantities. The

consideration of second order quantities is necessary for proper evaluation of terms

of the order of the acoustic energy. Basically, the energy equation was expanded to
second order in acoustic perturbations and the perturbed forms of the mass and
momentum conservation equations were used to modify the energy equation. The

original Cantrell and Hart analysis has been modified to include flow rotation
effects. An expression for the acoustic growth rate ax was derived which by careful
manipalation was shown to be independent of any terms involving second order

perturbations. The resulting stability equation is similar in form to Culick's 1-D
result. This similarity to Culick's form of the acoustic stability equation is necessary
for comparison of the results, and does not simplify interpretation of the terms. The
resulting equation for a 2-D system is

L p,12 uo L L>
-2a < E2 > = <[ p' u' ]0> + <tp a2 10> + < Po U0 U'2 10>

L L
Cpou' H fPo u H

+< J [v'Uo ] dx>+< H [U Vo]dx>

o 0

L L
{l u' 2  H(4

H " >o-]< dx > -< I-M-[ m I]H dx > (4)

o 0

where a is the acoustic growth rate constant, E2 is a term with units of energy, u and
v represent velocity components in the axial and transverse directions, respectively,
mb is the mass flux out of the burning surface, and L and H are the length and

height of the control volume. Values not evaluated at the walls are cross-duct

averages. The equation is valid for constant height control volumes with no large
variation in mean density Po, no residual burning and no particles. It must be

noted that the term E2 does not represent the total acoustic energy of the system, but
as a function of terms on the order of the perturbation squared, the term has a
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growth rate of 2a. The lack of a simple physical interpretation of the E2 term is an
unfortunate but necessary consequence of the cancellation of any terms involving

second order perturbations.

The last term on the right hand side of Eq. 4 corresponds to Culick's flow
turning term. This 1-dimensional acoustic stability equation is more general than

Culick's result in that it does not require the acoustic oscillations to be near a
resonance of the system. Comparison shows that this result contains terms that are
not found in Culick's result. The absence of these terms in Culick's result may be
due to the inappropriate application of approximate boundary conditions. This

work also confirms the results of Van Moorhem11 which suggested that the flow

turning effect is inherent to the 3-dimensional problem, and should not be added to

the 3-dimensional stability equation as per Culick 12.

A numerical investigation was initiated to predict the nature and the relative
magnitudes of the terms in the 1-dimensional acoustic stability equation (Eq. 4)

derived in the above procedure. For this investigation the 2-dimensional acoustic
equations including mean flow terms were averaged across a constant area duct of
height H. The mean pressure Po and mean density Po were considered constant
throughout the duct to the first order in Mach number. The isentropic value of the

speed of sound was used. The acoustic perturbations were assumed to be harmonic
in time at a given frequency co, which represents a system that is neutrally stable.

The equations were then integrated in a duct of length L. A schematic of the duct is

shown in Fig. 23. The problem was simplified by setting the acoustic admittance of
the injectors to 0, which allowed any terms proportional to the fluctuating part of
the vertic-a velocity component v' to be neglected. Note that this is not a realistic

assumption for walls made up of solid propellant, but is tolerable in this study
because it helps to isolate the effect of the flow turning loss. The axial velocity

component at the walls was set to zero, and because the inviscid equations were
used, an infinitely thin boundary layer resulted. The results of the integration were

used to evaluate each of the terms on the right hand side of Eq. 4. Terms involving
integration along the axis were evaluated from 0 to x for each axial location.
Neutral stability requires that the sum of these terms be constant along the duct
when there is no net gain or loss of acoustic energy in the volume.

Results from two test cases are shown in Figs. 24-27. For these test cases the

flow was assumed to be at room temperature. Figure 24 shows the acoustic pressure
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amplitude and the phase of the pressure at a given axial location with respect to the

phase of acoustic pressure at the head end of the duct for the case in which there is

side injection at a local maximum of the pressure amplitude and nio mean flow

upstream of the side injection. The length of the side injector and the height of the

duct are both 0.1 m. The injection is seen to have no discernable effect on the
magnitude of the pressure and a relatively small effect on the phase of the pressure

which is due to the mean axial velocity. The lack of any noticeable effect on the

mode of the acoustic disturbance indicates that the effect of the flow turning, as well

as the effects of the other terms of the acoustic stability equation, are relatively small.

Figure 25 shows five terms relevant to the acoustic stability of the model and a

graph of these terms and their sum as functions of axial location. Comparison of

the graphed terms to the terms of Eq. 4 reveals that the stability of the system can be

determined for an arbitrary section of the duct by subtracting the sum of the five

terms at the left boundary of the volume from the sum of the five terms at the right

boundary; ie., if the growth rate ax is zero throughout the control volume, the value

of 'term 6' must be constant along the length of the duct. This is expected because

the oscillations in the duct were assumed neutrally stable in the computational

model. In Figs. 26 and 27, the injection occurs at a local minima of the acoustic

pressure amplitude. Comparison of Figs. 25 and 27 reveals that the magnitude of

the flow turning loss depends on the axial location of the injection; eg., the flow

turning loss is relatively higher when the injection occurs in the vicinity of an axial
acoustic velocity maxima, and is relatively smaller when the injection occurs in the

vicinity of an axial acoustic velocity minima. In the original experimental

procedure, an attempt was made to measure the magnitude of the flow turning loss

indirectly by measuring the deficit in the acoustic flux through the surface of the

control volume. However, the convection of acoustic exergy by the mean flow was

neglected as small with respect to the mean flow independent energy flux. The

relative magnitudes of the terms in the acoustic stability equation reveal that the

flow turning loss is of the order of these convective terms and therefore of the order

of terms neglected in the original experimental procedure. The behavior of the
terms predicted by the numerical model will be used to aid in the interpretation of

data measured in an improved experimental procedure currently being initiated.
This investigation will involve a more detailed study of the flow turning region

13



and the results will be analyzed using the acoustic stability equation derived above.
The magnitude of the flow turning loss will be directly calculated from measured
data, and then checked by indirect techniques. This new experimental prccedure
should ensure a more accurate determination of the magnitude of the flow turning
loss and its importance to the stability of solid rocket motors.
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SUMMARY

In the reported phase of this ongoing research program, theoretical and

experimental investigations of the driving of axial acoustic fields by diffusion flames

stabilized on the side wall of an acoustically excited duct were completed. In

addition, initial results from an experimental study of the effects of flow turning

upon axial acoustic instability failed to show expected results, which prompted a

theoretical investigation into the nature of the flow turning loss.

Flame radiation measurements conducted during this study show that the
excitation of acoustic waves produces space dependent oscillatory reaction and heat

release rates within the investigated diffusion flames. At a given instant, some
parts of the flame release energy in phase with the waves and, thus, drive the waves

while other parts of the flame release energy out of phase with the pressure

oscillations and, thus, damp the waves. This observation is consistent with LDV

velocity data also measured during this study. The overall effect of the flame upon

the acoustic wave depends upon the relative magnitudes of these "driving" and
"damping" regions of the flame which add and remove energy from the acoustic

wave. The results obtained in this study also suggest that both the pressure and

velocity oscillations play an important role in the mechanism which controls the
response of the diffusion flame to acoustic oscillations. '

The velocity field measurements conducted during the diffusion flame study

show that the interaction between the diffusion flames and the axial acoustic field
produces an oscillatory transverse velocity component whose characteristics depend

upon the spatial location, frequency, and amplitude of the acoustic wave. The

predicted and measured distributions of Re(v') are in good qualitative agreement.

Finally, preliminary results from an experimental investigation of the effect

of flow turning upon axial combustion instabilities in solid rockets revealed the
need for a more complete theoretical development of the flow turning losses. A

theoretical investigation and a simple numerical model revealed that the origin-al

experimental procedure was inadequate for measuring the flow turning loss. A
more detailed experimental procedure has been initiated using an acoustic stability

equation derived during this theoretical investigation.
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Figure 24. Numerically predicted amplitude and phase of
the pressure oscillatio- in a duct with side injection

at a local pressure maxima. The phase is measured
with respect to the pressure signal at x = 0. The

injection occurs between x = 1.0 and x = 1.1.
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Figure 25. Numerical prediction of the relevant terms on
the right hand side of the 1-dimensional acoustic
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1.0m, in this case a pressure maxima. Term (4) is
identified with the flow turning loss.
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